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Advanced Bushcraft Expert Wilderness Survival
Expert bushcrafters teach you the ancient skill sets our forebears used to survive and
thrive in the wild—complete with step-by-step illustrations and easy-to-follow diagrams.
Bushcraft is the revival of skills widely known and practiced for centuries that use the
resources found in the natural environment to survive. Although traditional bushcraft is
mainly about wilderness survival, its focus on using the tools that already surround us
can be applied to urban or suburban settings to serve as a practice for self-sufficiency
and decreasing your footprint on Earth. Learn these basic bushcraft survival skills and
more: Foraging Tools (knives, axes, rope, etc.) Trapping and Hunting Game Water
Purification Shelter Building Fire Building
Many have died in the Australian bush who might have lived had they known the
appropriate survival skills. Bushcraft covers all areas of survival and camping activities:
making ropes and cords, building huts, camp craft, finding food and water, making
maps, starting fires, tying knots, and fashioning hunting and trapping gear—virtually
every technique required to stay alive in the woods. With over 400 black-and-white
illustrations and photographs, this book explains how to make use of natural materials
found locally in any area, conserving instead of destroying native flora and fauna. It
describes many of the skills used by primitive man, adding to these the skills necessary
for modern man’s survival, such as methods for determining time and direction. The
author, who popularized the term “bushcraft,” claims its practice has many unexpected
results. By developing adaptability and honing the five senses, it will also improve your
self-esteem and your ability to overcome difficulties in everyday tasks. The practice of
bushcraft encourages self-confidence and counters the narrowing influence of modern
living by broadening your horizons. Bushcraft is a clear, accurate, and reliable resource
for anyone who wishes to face nature on its own terms with just a knife and this book.
Essential skills for outdoor adventure from the Royal Marines Learn to stay alive with
the Royal Marines. Want to know what to do if you met a bear in the woods, how to light
a fire in the rain or what to do in shark-infested waters? Get the answers to these and
many more questions with the ultimate guide to survival techniques as experienced by
the Royal Marines. Pick up survival basics, from staying fit, to planning your expedition
and packing essential kit. Discover what to do on a trail, from navigating and using pack
animals to hiking or even skiing to your destination. You'll pick up wilderness
techniques and learn to make shelters, find water, spot, catch and cook wild food. And
when there's an emergency you'll be glad you learned how to mount a rescue, use
essential first aid techniques and even how to get found. Learn survival techniques from
the men who've been there, done it and survived. And take on the most testing
challenges nature can throw at you.
"For people who want to develop their bushcraft skills and survive outdoors, this book
provides information for treating injuries and illness while in the wild. It includes tips and
information on how to use typical outdoorsman items in case of a medical emergency
or survival situation"-From the craftsman behind the popular YouTube channel Primitive Technology comes
a practical guide to building huts and tools using only natural materials from the wild.
John Plant, the man behind the channel, Primitive Technology, is a bonafide YouTube
star. With almost 10 million subscribers and an average of 5 million views per video,
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John's channel is beloved by a wide-ranging fan base, from campers and preppers to
hipster woodworkers and craftsmen. Now for the first time, fans will get a detailed,
behind-the-scenes look into John's process. Featuring 50 projects with step-by-step
instructions on how to make tools, weapons, shelters, pottery, clothing, and more,
Primitive Technology is the ultimate guide to the craft. Each project is accompanied by
illustrations as well as mini-sidebars with the history behind each item, plus helpful tips
for building, material sourcing, and so forth. Whether you're a wilderness aficionado or
just eager to spend more time outdoors, Primitive Technology has something for
everyone's inner nature lover.
Put the Odds in Your Favor! Train like a Tribute before you enter the Arena using this
wilderness survival guide--you don't have to live in Panem to put these survival skills to
use. Experience the adventure of life in District 12 by learning and practicing the
survival skills used by Katniss, Peeta, Gale and their friends. Some of the survival skills
you'll learn: Building temporary shelters to protect from rain, cold, wind and sun. Finding
and purifying water--even when there are no streams or lakes nearby. Building and
using fire for cooking, signaling, warmth and making tools. Identifying and cooking wild
edible plants. Building Gale's famous twitch-up snares. Peeta's camouflage techniques.
Katniss's hunting and stalking skills. Making your own survival bow and arrows and
other tools. The materials you need to create a forage bag like Katniss's. Survival first
aid. Navigation tips and tricks for travel, rescue and evasion. Detailed photos and stepby-step instructions will help you master each skill. The real-life skills found in The
Unofficial Hunger Games Wilderness Survival Guide will help you in any wilderness or
disaster survival situation. Start your training today.
Advanced BushcraftAn Expert Field Guide to the Art of Wilderness SurvivalSimon and
Schuster
The Bushcraft Boxed Set brings together four titles from wilderness expert and New
York Times bestselling author Dave Canterbury. The collection includes: Bushcraft 101:
The primer to wilderness survival based on the author’s 5Cs of Survivability (cutting
tools, covering, combustion devices, containers, and cordages) Advanced Bushcraft:
Takes it to the next level with self-reliance skills that teach you how to survive with little
to no equipment The Bushcraft Guide to Trapping, Gathering, and Cooking in the Wild:
Provides everything you need to know about packing, finding, and preparing food while
trekking Bushcraft First Aid: Written with Jason A. Hunt, PhD, it’s the go-to first aid
resource for anyone headed into the woods With this boxed set, you’ll be prepped and
ready for your next outdoor adventure—wherever it takes you!
Originally published a century ago, this engagingly written, charmingly illustrated
camping guide forms an atmospheric reminder of a simpler time as well as a source of
timeless advice on fishing, trapping, and outdoor life.
Whether you’re lost in the woods, facing an armed insurrection, or preparing for a
hurricane, the experts at Outdoor Life magazine are the people you want on your side.
This book is the one you need if you want to protect your family, save yourself, and
prevail over any danger. Your Go-To Guide for Surviving Anything GET READY, GET
SET, SURVIVE! You're lost in the woods without food or water. Confronted by an
armed assailant in the dead of night. Forced to outrun a deadly tornado. Don't worry The Ultimate Survival Manual has you covered. Out in the Wild From navigating with a
compass to fending off a mountain lion, learn to prevail in the forests, deserts, and open
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oceans like an expert outdoorsman. During a Disaster Whether it's a towering tsunami
or a blazing wildfire, bad things happen every day. Know what to do when the going
gets tough. In an Urban Crisis Arm yourself with the latest self-defense moves,
weapons tips, and home-protection tactics, plus crucial strategies for handling bad guys
and bad situations at home and abroad.
“Practical and sized just right, for places where Google can’t always be summoned.
Includes a guide to what’s edible for foragers and key illustrations, in addition to
recipes.” —The Washington Post What to eat, where to find it, and how to cook it!
Renowned outdoors expert and New York Times bestselling author Dave Canterbury
provides you with all you need to know about packing, trapping, and preparing food for
your treks and wilderness travels. Whether you're headed out for a day hike or a
weeklong expedition, you'll find everything you need to survive--and eat well--out in the
wild. Canterbury makes certain you're set by not only teaching you how to hunt and
gather, but also giving you recipes to make while on the trail. Complete with illustrations
to accompany his instructions and a full-color photo guide of plants to forage and those
to avoid, this is the go-to reference to keep in your pack. The Bushcraft Field Guide to
Trapping, Gathering, and Cooking in the Wild helps you achieve the full outdoor
experience. With it, you'll be prepared to set off on your trip and enjoy living off the land.
Ninja master and survival expert Hakim Isler presents modern day survival strategies
based on the techniques of Japan's ancient ninja. If you find yourself in an unexpected
extreme situation—while wilderness camping, hiking or adventuring off the beaten
path—a fundamental understanding of your surroundings can make the difference
between life and death. By harnessing the powers of nature, the ninja built a legendary
reputation as survivalists with an ability to thrive in even the most inhospitable
situations. By studying their ancient philosophy and techniques, alongside modern
science, you can prepare yourself to survive in any outdoor environment. The basis for
ninja survival skills comes from the Buddhist philosophy of the five elements: Earth,
Water, Fire, Wind and the Void. By understanding how the elements relate to the
human body, the formula for survival becomes clear. Earth – protection from the harsh
elements using trees, leaves, dirt, grass, and vines to build shelter Water – effectively
cool off when overheated and avoid dehydration Fire – properly use fire to warm the
body and to purify water by boiling it Wind – harness the power of wind to ventilate
shelters, smoke meat and help build fires Void – apply knowledge and creativity while
developing a survival plan Isler has over 20 years of experience as a martial artist,
Special Forces soldier and security expert. With over 135 full-color photos and 60
illustrations detailing these time-tested methods, this book offers insights that are
extremely practical. The foreword by Ninjutsu master Stephen K. Hayes masterfully
connects the past to the present by providing unique and valuable insights for surviving
mentally in the outdoors.
The Foundation of All Survival Skills is “Feeder” Mind-Set “Feeder” mind-set means
being in control of a situation, proactive rather than reactive. It is an optimistic outlook
that reframes any situation as a learning experience. Kevin Estela teaches survival
skills from this feeder-based perspective, which is what separates his teaching style
from other wilderness instructors. Kevin has written the quintessential guide for an
outdoor enthusiast’s “bucket list” of skills—how to make a fire, build a shelter, gather
food, find water, use a knife correctly and make cordage. These skills will keep you safe
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and better prepare you to deal with emergencies in the field, when you’ll need the
additional skills of signaling and communication, navigation and crisis first aid taught in
this book. Each chapter concludes with more advanced techniques to build your skills in
various challenging situations, with tips that even seasoned survival enthusiasts
haven’t thought of. 101 Skills You Need to Survive in the Woods is not a onetime read
but a lifetime reference you will turn to over and over again. It will become the first thing
you pack for any adventure and just might save your— or someone else’s—life. kevin
estela, a bushcraft and survival expert, is an avid world traveler and martial arts
instructor.
“An appealing coffee table book.” —The Wall Street Journal From Dave
Canterbury—wilderness expert, New York Times bestselling author, and YouTube
sensation—comes a fully illustrated guide to everything you need to know to hone your
bushcraft, or wilderness survival skills, from types of shelter, to useful tools, to edible
plants—and much more! Before you venture into the wilderness, learn exactly what you
need to bring and what you need to know with this ultimate outdoor reference guide, by
survivalist expert Dave Canterbury. Filled with more than 300 illustrations, Bushcraft
Illustrated showcases the necessary tools and skills for an awesome outdoor
adventure, including such as: Packs: Learn the different types and how to craft and
pack your own. Cordage: Essential knot knowledge for outdoor survival. Firecraft: How
to start a fire with a variety of materials. Trapping: Tips for catching small game. Plants:
A catalog of edible plants to forage. …And much more! With its many helpful illustrations
and detailed, easy-to-follow instructions, this illustrated Bushcraft guide is a must-have
for the seasoned outdoor lover and adventure novice alike!
Survival Wisdom is a large-scale practical guide, jam-packed with information on every
aspect of outdoor life and adventure. Survival Wisdom & Know-How is the most
complete, all-in-one volume on every aspect of outdoor adventure and survival ever,
from orienteering to campfire cooking to ice climbing and beyond. Culled from dozens
of respected books from Stackpole, the industry's leader in outdoor adventure, this
massive collection of wilderness know-how leaves absolutely nothing to chance when it
comes to surviving and thriving in the wilderness—and appreciating every minute of it.
Topics include Building Outdoor Shelter, Tracking Animals, Winter Camping, Tying
Knots, Orienteering, Reading the Weather, Identifying Edible Plants and Berries,
Surviving in the Desert, Bird Watching, Fishing and Ice Fishing, Hunting and Trapping,
Canoeing, Kayaking, and White Water Rafting, First Aid, Wild Animals, Cookery, and
much more. Useful illustrations and photos throughout make it easy to browse and use.
With contributions by the experts at the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) as
well as the editors of Stackpole's Discover Nature series, Survival Wisdom & KnowHow is the definitive, must-have reference for the great outdoors.
Be ready for any emergency, at any time. Could you survive in the wilderness on your
own? From clothing recommendations to picking the best firestarter, expert survival
instructor Leon Pantenburg shares his immense knowledge of bushcraft and survivalist
skills so that anyone—backpackers, preppers, city dwellers, and more—can be ready for
a possible emergency. In Bushcraft Survival, Pantenburg delivers practical tips and
anecdotes that cater to readers who are looking to improve their outdoor skills and
prepare for every potential disaster. Drawing from his personal experience as an avid
outdoorsman and years as a journalist, Pantenburg lays out easy-to-follow steps to
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prep for both short and long-term survival situations. As natural disasters become
increasingly present and people continue to rely on reality television shows for survival
tips, developing bushcraft abilities is becoming more and more important. In this
thorough handbook, Pantenburg covers a wide range of topics, including: Developing a
survival mindset Crafting survival kits Choosing clothing best suited to survival Picking
materials and objects to help you survive Building a variety of shelters Deciding what
survival tools you should pack and which you should leave at home Effectively make a
fire using different techniques Filled with time-tested techniques and first-hand
experience, Bushcraft Survival is the ideal book for those who want to step up their
hiking or camping game, as well as those who are searching for relevant advice on
emergency preparedness.
What if you were dropped in the woods with little more than a knife, your wits, and the
(hopefully warm) shirt on your back? Could you survive? If you’d read this book, the
answer is yes! Survival! It’s one of our most primal fears, most basic needs. What do
you do when everything is stripped away except your will to prevail? In this book,
survival expert Tim MacWelch examines how native peoples around the world and
throughout history have made their own shelter, weapons, tools, and more, and well as
clever MacGuyver-esque ideas for using anything you might find in your pockets or
pack. Whether your goal is to test yourself against nature, be prepared for any
catastrophe, or learn more about traditional ways of survival, this is the one book you
need. Packaged in a durable, wipe-clean flexicover with metallic corner-guards, this
practical manual withstands heavy-duty use indoors and out. CHAPTER ONE: Bare
Necessities - The stuff you need to survive short term wilderness emergencies (72
hours to one week) The Survival Priorities (& why you need them) Shelter, water, fire,
food, first aid and signaling distress Tools of the Minimalist Knife, Axe and Saw - use
and care; Clothing selection Shelters Pick a safe shelter location; How to build Leaf
huts, lean-tos, jungle platforms, thatched roof, log huts, wicki-ups, pit houses, and more
(different homes for varied climates) Water Gathering and Disinfection Finding springs,
boiling w/ hot rocks, rain and precipitation collection, water storage, primitive filters,
water from plants Fire Tinder, Kindling, Fire Lays, Flint & Steel, Bow Drill, Hand Drill,
Bamboo Fire Saw, Fire Plow, Pump Drill, and other friction methods Signaling for Help
and Self-Rescue How to signal and communicate w/ old school techniques; How and
when to fight your way out CHAPTER TWO: Finer Things - Skills and techniques to
collect food, and live more comfortably in the wild (weeks to months) Foraging for Wild
Edible Plants How to identify and use wild plant foods; Recipes like our ancestors
would have eaten Trapping Ways to catch game with new and old school, low-tech
traps Primitive Fishing How to catch fish with thorns and other improvised tackle
Ancient Weapons Bow and arrow, spear, Spear thrower, Bola and sling, primitive
forging of metal Hunting Skills and game processing; 10 things to never do on a hunt
Primitive Tools How to make stone blades, knives, axes, stone drill bits, mallets and
wedges for wood splitting, digging sticks Hygiene Keeping clean; Natural toilet paper;
Soap from plants; DIY latrine CHAPTER THREE: Long Term Living - The skills of our
ancestors and the things you'd need for long term primitive living (years) Food Storage
Drying, smoking, Food Caches, Freezing Containers How to make several different
basket styles; Bark containers; Wooden bowls; Soapstone bowls and pots; Primitive
ceramics Hides and Furs DIY buckskin, fur, rawhide and leather; Making clothes and
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outerwear (moccasins, mittens, hats, etc.) Primitive Cooking Cook in the coals; Spits
and skewers; Green stick grill; Rock for frying pan; Stone Ovens, Steam pit, Earth over
(in-ground hearth system) Tracking Man tracking and animal tracking Natural
Navigation How to find your way by using the stars, the landscape, the weather and
many other methods Wild Medicine Teas, compresses and poultices to help you heal
Learn everything you need to know about outdoor survival so you can make it through
any situation from top bushcraft expert and New York Times bestselling author Dave
Canterbury. For years, Dave Canterbury has been teaching outdoor enthusiasts how to
survive in the wild, and truly enjoy the experience. The Bushcraft Essentials Field Guide
distills these teachings into the key takeaways campers and hikers need to know when
they’re out in the woods. How to start a fire. Where to build your shelter. What to put in
your pack. Dave’s advice is now right at your fingertips in the most accessible
Bushcraft title to date. You can quickly flip and find answers to pressing questions
about wilderness survival. From first aid to navigation to setting up camp, it’s all
provided in this small, portable book that’s perfect whether you’re on a day-hike,
overnight, or multi-day trek. The Bushcraft Essentials Field Guide is what you need to
know when you need to know it and exactly what you need for your next outdoor
adventure.
Do you enjoy The Wilderness? Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited Download Now! DO you enjoy Hiking and camping? Are you prepared for the dangers
that hiking and camping can bring? If you were stranded in the wild would you be
prepared? When you download BUSHCRAFT, you will become MORE PREPARED
FOR THE SUPRISES THAT THE WILDERNESS CAN BRING Would you like to know
more about: BUILDING SHELTER? WEAPONS AND TOOLS FIRST AID
DANGEROUS PLANTS FINDING WATER This book breaks BUSHCRAFT down into
easy-to-understand modules FOR BIGGINERS. Download BUSHCRAFT now, and
start YOUR CAMPING TRIP Scroll to the top and select the "BUY" button for instant
download. You'll be happy you did!
Ray Mears is well known to millions of television viewers through his acclaimed series
Tracks, Ray Mears World of Survival and Ray Mears Extreme Survival. Now, based on
the bestselling Bushcraft, he has created a handy portable compendium of vital survival
skills and wisdom from around the world. Packed with essential wilderness techniques,
this book is an invaluable companion on any expedition.
Don't panic! Here are the essential techniques you need to cope with a short-term
survival situation.
"Meant to follow "Bushcraft 101" by providing more advanced techniques for making
tools, traps, shelters, and more, in the wilderness"-• Learn the basic principles of bushcraft • Learn how to choose the perfect bushcraft
knife • Learn how to choose all the tools and equipment for a successful bushcraft
experience • Learn about wild food • Learn about poisonous plants and fungi that you
will need to avoid • Learn how to pack for a wilderness expedition • Learn the skills for
traveling and navigating the wilderness • Learn the history of bushcraft skills • Learn
primitive technology skills • Learn about the experiences of the frontiersman, mountain
men and trappers • Learn about primitive trapping • Learn how to improvise using your
basic equipment • Learn to make shelter and fire in the wilderness • Learn to stay
warm even without modern sleeping bags • Learn about natural shelters • Take
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advantage of 101 expert tips about bushcraft and wilderness living • Learn about the
dangers of large mammal predators • Learn how to deal with first aid and emergencies
in the wilderness • Be inspired to get out and experience the outdoors • Be inspired to
get closer to nature and away from the hustle and bustle of the 21st Century • Learn
where to look to learn more advanced bushcraft skills • Understand why people love
bushcraft • Learn how to manage a fire to cook your food, warm your shelter and keep
you safe About the Expert Geoffrey Guy is a lecturer in countryside, game and wildlife
management at Hartpury College. He has taught at some of the most prestigious land
based colleges in Britain. He trained as a professional hunter and game keeper and as
well as his teaching job he still manages deer professionally as a deer stalker, carrying
out culls, guiding clients and advising on deer management strategy. His experience
working out of doors, hunting, trapping and teaching has equipped him with excellent
bushcraft skills. He has operated his own bushcraft and survival skills training
companies since 2010 and has also managed outdoor and environmental education
centers in Norfolk and Scotland over the course of his career. A keen traveler, Geoff
has honed his survival skills in New Zealand and Scandinavia. HowExpert publishes
quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An indispensable guide to surviving everything
from an extended wilderness exploration to a day-long boat trip, with hard-earned
advice from the host of the show MeatEater as seen on Netflix For anyone planning to
spend time outside, The MeatEater Guide to Wilderness Skills and Survival is the
perfect antidote to the sensationalism of the modern survival genre. Informed by the
real-life experiences of renowned outdoorsman Steven Rinella, its pages are packed
with tried-and-true tips, techniques, and gear recommendations. Among other skills,
readers will learn about old-school navigation and essential satellite tools, how to build
a basic first-aid kit and apply tourniquets, and how to effectively purify water using
everything from ancient methods to cutting-edge technologies. This essential guide
delivers hard-won insights and know-how garnered from Rinella’s own experiences
and mistakes and from his trusted crew of expert hunters, anglers, emergency-room
doctors, climbers, paddlers, and wilderness guides—with the goal of making any reader
feel comfortable and competent while out in the wild.
This book helps you acquire and sharpen skills required to safely enjoy the outdoors. You will
find details on how to hike/travel, in the summer and winter, “make a camp”, choose suitable
equipment, and understand your environment. You will learn how to search for food and water,
find shelter, “read” the weather, and how to take care of yourself if you are injured (First Aid).
Interesting topics as PANNING FOR GOLD, tracking, camouflage, dangerous wild animals,
birds, fish, edible plants, poisonous mushrooms, and basic survival techniques are also
covered.
The Ultimate Wilderness Survival Guide “If you are serious about survival, this book is
required reading.” ?Alan Kay, winner of Alone, season 1 (History Channel) and coauthor of
Decline and Decay: Strategies for Surviving the Coming Unpleasantness #1 Bestseller in
Caving & Spelunking and Hiking & Camping Instructional Former Special Forces Operator and
Instructor, Joshua Enyart, provides essential skills and a step-by-step wilderness survival
strategy in his debut bushcraft book, Surviving the Wild. A bushcraft survival and field guide. If
you found yourself suddenly thrust into the wild without any modern conveniences like
electricity, running water, wi-fi, or Google—would you know what to do? In a pandemic induced
post-apocalypse, do you know what your first priority should be? If your caving, camping, or
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hiking adventure goes haywire, how would you ensure your survival? Written by a former Army
Ranger and Green Beret, this survival book provides crucial information alongside a logical,
systems-based approach to survival and preparedness. Navigation, tools, first aid, and other
survival strategies for the outdoors. Consider this your essential survival guidebook to making
it in the wild. With it you’ll learn how to outmaneuver immediate threats, find shelter and
nutrition, and navigate to where you want to go. Part first aid book, part survival handbook,
Surviving the Wild contains chapters of information on making the most of minimal supplies,
finding safe water, and above all—survival! Look inside and you’ll find: • A foreword from
bestselling bushcraft author Dave Canterbury • Survival medicine and edible plant
identification • Instructions on how to build a fire, catch game, make a shelter, and more! If you
enjoyed survival books like Bushcraft 101, SAS Survival Handbook, How to Stay Alive in the
Woods, or The Prepper's Medical Handbook, then you’ll love Surviving the Wild.
EVERYTHING THERE IS TO KNOW ABOUT SURVIVING IN THE WILD “During my first
years of learning survival I took a course in survival and primitive earth skills taught by John
and Geri McPherson. I was excited by their unbelievable passion and their intrinsic
understanding of survival. Their teachings took me from understanding basic skills to a fullblown love for the ancient technologies that humans developed to survive. John and Geri are
the real deal. They don’t just teach this stuff, they live it. I loved the experience with them so
much I came back a second time a few years later. Now that I have traveled the world as
Survivorman—experiencing and filming survival in every ecosystem there is—I can sit back and
watch my shows and see John and Geri’s teachings peek through in every situation. I have
been able to understand survival because of John and Geri, and can highly recommend this
book.” --Les Stroud, AKA Survivorman Packed with in-depth instruction and photos, Ultimate
Guide to Wilderness Living teaches you the skills need to survive and live in the wild using only
those things found in the woods. Learn how to: •Ignite a fire with a two-stick hand drill •Erect
temporary and semi-permanent
From basic first aid and campcraft to strategies for coping with any type of disaster, this is the
definitive survival guide. Two 16-page color sections. Line art throughout.
"Survival expert Creek Stewart shares his cache of practical, easy-to-follow tricks to help you
transform everyday items into valuable gear that can save your life" -- from back cover.
Provides the most practical and accessible survival skills and information necessary to survive
the worst circumstances and make it out alive.
If you breathe and have a pulse, you NEED this book. -Cody Lundin Cody Lundin, director of
the Aboriginal Living Skills School in Prescott, Arizona, shares his own brand of wilderness
wisdom in this highly anticipated new book on commonsense, modern survival skills for the
backcountry, the backyard, or the highway. It is the ultimate book on how to stay alive-based
on the principal of keeping the body's core temperature at a lively 98.6 degrees. In his
entertaining and informative style, Cody stresses that a human can live without food for weeks,
and without water for about three days or so. But if the body's core temperature dips much
below or above the 98.6 degree mark, a person can literally die within hours. It is a concept
that many don't take seriously or even consider, but knowing what to do to maintain a safe core
temperature when lost in a blizzard or in the desert could save your life. Lundin delivers the
message with wit, rebellious humor, and plenty of backcountry expertise. Cody Lundin and his
Aboriginal Living Skills School have been featured in dozens of national and international
media sources, including Dateline NBC, CBS News, USA Today, The Donny and Marie Show,
and CBC Radio One in Canada, as well as on the cover of Backpacker magazine. When not
teaching for his own school, he is an adjunct faculty member at Yavapai College and a faculty
member at the Ecosa Institute. Cody is the only person in Arizona licensed to catch fish with
his hands, and lives in a passive solar earth home sixty miles from Prescott, Arizona.
Mors Kochanski, noted instructor and legendary survivalist, teaches everything you need to
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know to survive in the wilderness.

You’re alone in the forest on a fine autumn day with nothing but a multitool. You’re
stuck there for a week. Should you be more worried about finding a source of
uncontaminated water or about a bear that might be in the area? Neither, says Les
Stroud. The bear will most likely avoid you, and dehydration will affect you faster than
parasites in untreated water. Your bigger worry should be shelter—the daytime might be
nice, but it’s likely going to be cold at night. And that’s just the beginning. The concept
of Survivorman is simple: left in a remote location, Les must survive for seven days on
his own without food, water or equipment. Now, he shares his expert knowledge in
Survive!, a fully illustrated guide based on his experiences on six continents and filled
with field-tested advice. Many books on survival are culled from Second World War–era
training techniques that are out-of-date or just plain wrong. Survive! debunks these
dated myths, exploring basic and advanced tactics that show you how to cope in any
survival situation. Brought to life with Les’s own anecdotes and the tales of others,
Survive! is the perfect manual for anyone -- from beginner to armchair traveller to
seasoned explorer -- who wants to meet nature’s dangers with confidence. As Les
writes, “If you believe you can make it through the bad times, and you are not
intimidated by the forces of nature, you will markedly increase your chances of
survival.” SURVIVE! includes detailed information on the following: preparing for
survival, mentally and physically fire-making techniques basic survival kit components
finding, collecting and making water sources of food types of shelter
The ultimate resource for experiencing the backcountry! Written by survivalist expert
Dave Canterbury, Bushcraft 101 gets you ready for your next backcountry trip with
advice on making the most of your time outdoors. Based on the 5Cs of
Survivability--cutting tools, covering, combustion devices, containers, and
cordages--this valuable guide offers only the most important survival skills to help you
craft resources from your surroundings and truly experience the beauty and thrill of the
wilderness. Inside, you'll also discover detailed information on: Choosing the right items
for your kit. Manufacturing needed tools and supplies. Collecting and cooking food.
Protecting yourself from the elements. With Canterbury's guidance, you'll not only
prepare yourself for any climate and situation, you'll also learn how to use the art of
bushcraft to reconnect with nature in ways you've never imagined.
Anyone eager to master survival skills for outdoor vacations, or simply to find a fun new
family activity for a Saturday afternoon, will be educated and inspired by the practical
advice presented here by archaeologists, anthropologists, primitive practitioners,
craftsmen, and artisans. These experts help modern readers rediscover the skills that
have served humanity for millennia: fire-making, camp cooking, basket weaving, pottery
making, animal tracking, and much more. You can even learn how to turn seashells into
arrowheads or make glue from yucca plants. Plus, there’s intriguing information on the
benefits of a hunter-gatherer diet. More than just a how-to, this handbook provides
inspiration to live life to the fullest.
For those who have been accustomed to reading books on wilderness skills that
entertain but fall short of actually teaching you "how to" accomplish the tasks and skills
at hand, this book is a pleasant surprise - written for those who wish to actually head
into the wilderness and practice the skills of our ancestors. Primitive Wilderness Living
and Survival Skills is a compilation of ten booklets written over the course of seven
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years each chapter a complete, concise "how-to" in itself. Unlike many who have
written on this subject in the past, John and Geri McPherson have spent years daily
practicing these skills, perfecting methods through trial and error - and documenting it.
This vast knowledge is passed on to the reader. Illustrated with over 700 photographs
crammed into 400 pages, this massive work is not a rehashing and perpetuation of
myths. These are tried and true methods of primitive wilderness living and survival
skills. Field and Stream says: "The McPherson's book....deals with taking flat nothing
into boondocks and staying for a long period of time. If you'd like to know how to make
a spear thrower, or pottery, or brain cure deer hides, or build a permanent shelter from
what you find at and, here is the place to learn." And Sports Afield: "....Full of practical,
tested advice for living off the land." Also the Museum of the Fur Trade: "This is without
doubt the best raining guide for eral primitive living skills" Web Site
www/prairiewolf.net;email: john/geri@prairiewolf.net or pwolf@kansas.net.
A realistic approach to survival training and bushcraft from one of the country's top
survival skills teachers - learn the techniques and confidence to fend for yourself in any
situation.
HOW TO STAY ALIVE IN THE WOODS is a practical, readable-and potentially
indispensable-manual for anyone venturing into the great outdoors. Broken down into
four essential sections, Sustenance, Warmth, Orientation and Safety, this enlightening
guide reveals how to catch game without a gun, what plants to eat (full-color
illustrations of these make identification simple), how to build a warm shelter, make
clothing, protect yourself and signal for help. Detailed illustrations and expanded
instructions, newly commissioned for this deluxe edition, offer crucial information at a
glance, making How to Stay Alive in the Woods truly a lifesaver.
Crafts and Skills of the Mountain Man is a fascinating, practical guide to the skills that
have made the mountain men famous worldwide as outdoorsmen and craftsmen.
Readers can replicate outdoor living by trying a hand at making rafts and canoes,
constructing tools, and living off the land. Learn key skills like: Building a strong fire.
Learning to hunt and butcher your meals. Creating a safe and solid shelter. And much
more! Whether you’re an avid outdoorsman or a novice hiker, Crafts and Skills of the
Mountain Man is your handbook to not only surviving outdoors, but flourishing. The
style of the mountain man is unique and popular, especially among young people,
historians, and those with a special interest in living off the land. The mountain man has
been successful outdoors for ages, and now you can too with the skills, tips, and tricks
included in this handy manual. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of
books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles,
handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives,
gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting,
big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands,
duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other
publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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